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Warming late spring temperatures mark the beginning of swarm
season in Utah, especially for beehives that have successfully
overwintered. Swarming is when bees naturally divide the existing
colony roughly in half, with half the bees remaining in the hive
and the other half leaving (with the queen) to look for new
accommodations. Colonies that swarm are often left with limited
resources, do not produce much honey, and can be rendered too
weak to overwinter. Splitting your hives in anticipation of swarming
can help reduce the negative effects of swarming, giving bees a
chance to build up resources and strength before the next winter.
There are many factors
that contribute to
swarming behavior
such as rising
populations, limited
space, overabundance
of food resources, and
Figure 1. A captured swarm of bees
the age of the queen.
moving into a nuc box. Once the queen
However, the exact
moves inside the box, the remaining bees
mechanism that triggers
will follow her inside.
the swarm’s departure
from the hive has not been fully identified. Once the colony decides
to swarm, several things happen in the hive: (1) worker bees begin
to reduce the food for the queen, helping her lose weight so she
can fly; (2) new queen cells, called swarm cells, are constructed to
feed and raise a new queen. As bees prepare to swarm, you will see
bees gathering at the front of the hive and flying in mass numbers
in what looks like a bee frenzy. When the colony swarms, the
Figure 2. The long, peanut-shaped cells
bees cluster around the queen to protect her. The swarm will fly
in the center of the photo are queen cells
for short distances, landing and regrouping as they look for a new
home (Figure 1). In the hive left behind, a new queen will be reared, (circled).

hatch, make a mating flight, and hopefully, return to start building up the existing colony. This process of rearing
of a new queen can set brood production back by over one month.
Queen cells are easy to spot. They are long and shaped like a peanut, and appear to hang down from the comb
(Figure 2). The large size of the cell accommodates the development of the new queen bee. The location of
the queen cells can sometimes indicate what is happening inside the hive. Supercedure cells form when a
queen is injured, contracts a disease, or ages and no longer can support hive growth. These supercedure cells
are often found in the middle of the frames. Queen cells built at the base of the frames can be a sign that
the colony is strong in numbers, crowded, and preparing to swarm. These low-hanging queen cells are aptly
referred to as swarm cells. It is important to note, however, that hives preparing to swarm can build a queen
cell in any location on the comb and this is not a foolproof method of determining if a hive will swarm or not.
When checking your hive, always look for queen cells, noting if eggs have been laid in the cells, or if the cells
have been capped. If queen cells are found, make an effort to locate the queen in order to understand what is
happening in the hive (i.e., if the hive has already swarmed or is undergoing preparations to do so).

Why is splitting hives necessary?
There are a number of benefits to splitting your hives: (1) this is a natural way to increase the number of your
managed hives; (2) the lack of a queen for a short period of time will break the brood cycle and can reduce
Varroa mite populations; (3) splitting is an easy way to increase income by selling the split as a nucleus colony
(nuc); and (4) splitting helps maintain healthy and manageable bee populations.

When should splits occur?
Split hives early in the spring season (typically late March through
April in Utah) before heavy nectar flows and when nighttime
temperatures are high enough for smaller bee populations to
stay warm. Consider performing splits when a hive successfully
overwinters and has a large population of bees early in the spring
(Figure 3). Never split weak hives with small populations or hives
struggling to produce adequate honey supplies. The following
favorable conditions may help a beekeeper know that swarming is a
possibility and that the beekeeper should consider preparations to
split hives:
•

Mild winter and/or early spring

•

Early pollen and nectar flow

•

Observation of queen cells

•

Queen is more than one year old

•

Drone rearing is earlier than usual

•

High population in the hive early in the spring

How are splits done?

Figure 3. Determine a strong hive by the
number of frames covered with bees in the
brood boxes. The hive pictured shows an
example of a strong hive.

One thing is certain when splitting a hive: You will need a queen in each colony. How you obtain a queen will
determine the way you split the hive. Each colony will also need an adequate supply of honey and enough
population to care for and provide food for developing brood.
There are several ways to split a hive. The techniques vary but are largely based on whether you can locate the
queen, if you want to purchase a new, younger queen, or if you want the colony to rear their own queen.

Below are two of the most common methods of splitting
a hive:

Table 1. Number of days and events from split to
brood hatch laid by the colony-raised queen.

1. Walk-away Split. Use a colony-reared queen or a
purchased queen.

Day 1

Hive split

Day 5–6

Queen cells built

2. Swarm-control Split. This method requires a higher
skill level as beekeepers will need to find the queen
and identify brood in various stages.

Day 12–16

Queen hatches and elimates rivals

Day 19–21

Queen orientation flight and mating

Day 24–28 First eggs are laid
Splitting a hive takes practice. Not every split will produce Day 45+
New brood hatches
100% success. Beekeepers in all stages will, at one time
or another, have a split fail or a queen rejected for various Note. This basic timeline can vary slightly due to climactic
factors and available resources.
reasons. It is important to keep trying, and if you are
uncertain, ask other experienced beekeepers if you can
observe them as they perform splits and tend to their hives. Often, the best way to learn is through hands-on
mentoring.

Walk-away Split (Colony-reared Queen)
This is one of the easiest ways to split a hive and works well if you have trouble identifying or locating the
queen. The idea is that each new hive will have eggs, larvae, capped brood, honey, and pollen. One hive will
have the queen while the split will raise another queen on its own with the current larvae present by quickly
building queen cells often called emergency queen cells.

Equipment Needed
•

For the split: none

•

For the new hive: hive body, bottom board, top cover, lid, entrance reducer, stand

Step-by-step Instructions
1. Break the hive apart evenly into two hives, making sure there is an even amount of brood in all stages in
both hives. You may or may not know which hive contains the queen.
2. Place frames containing even amounts of honey and pollen in each hive. These should be placed to the
outside edges of the box, with the brood in the center. If food supplies are limited, add an in-hive feeder and
feed a 1:1 sugar syrup at this time.
3. Ideally, move the hive to an off-site location for a week (to prevent bees from drifting back to their original
hive) and then return it to your bee yard. If not possible, move one hive as far away from the other as you
can. You can block the entrance of the moved hive with handfuls of grass or a mesh screen, but make sure
there is adequate ventilation.
4. After one week, check both hives to look for newly laid eggs. You will be able to determine which hive has
the original queen by the presence of eggs.
5.

Check the hive that did not have the original queen in three to four weeks to look for newly laid eggs. If
no eggs are present in the hive, you may need to look for the queen. If no queen is found, you may need
to purchase a queen and place her in the hive (see the “Setting Up Your Hive and Installing Your Bees” fact
sheet for detailed instructions on installing a queen).

The hive left without a queen will work to build emergency queen cells to replace the lost queen. Hatched,
one-day old larvae will be selected by the workers in order to rear a new queen. It is common for bees to create
several new queen cells just in case the new queen does not return from mating or something else goes wrong.
It will take approximately three weeks before the new queen mates and begins laying eggs. From the time of

splitting, it will be approximately 45 days until the brood laid by the new queen begins to hatch (Table 1). The
population of the hive may slightly decrease during this time, which can be alarming to new beekeepers. Check
the queenless hive weekly to ensure queen cells form, a queen hatches, and that eggs and larvae are being laid
at about three weeks after the split. If queen rearing is not successful, add a purchased queen to the hive in a
queen cage fitted with a cork to allow plenty of time for the colony to accept her. Check the queen two to three
days later, remove the cork and replace it with a marshmallow. You will want to check again in three days to
ensure she was released and check for eggs after 10 to 14 days to ensure she is successfully laying eggs in the
hive.

Walk-away Split (Purchased Queen)
The alternative to allowing a hive to raise a queen is to purchase one
and install her into one of the splits. This requires making sure that
the original queen is not in the split that you intend to re-queen. This
method is fairly easy and consists of excluding a queen with a queen
excluder in order to separate the hive into two colonies (Figure 4).

Equipment Needed
•

For the split: queen excluder

•

For the new hive: hive body, bottom board, top cover, lid,
entrance reducer, stand, empty frames with drawn comb, new
queen

Step-by-step Instructions
1. Open the hive and remove two frames containing brood of all
stages and two frames containing honey and pollen. Shake the
bees off the frames and place in a box to the side.

Figure 4. A hive body with queen excluder.
The excluder allows bees, except the
queen, to pass through, limiting the
queen’s movement in the hive.

2. Fill the remainder of the new box with empty frames, ideally with already drawn comb.
3. Replace the frames taken from the original box with empty frames,
ideally with already drawn comb.
4. Place a queen excluder on the top of the original box.
5. Place the new box with the frames removed from the original box
on top of the queen excluder and replace the cover and lid. Nurse
bees from the lower box will move up to feed the brood, but the
queen is restricted to the original bottom box.
6. Return to the hive in 24 hours and remove the top box. Set it on a
new bottom board.
7. Add a purchased queen to the hive following the queen
installation instructions in the “Setting Up Your Hive and
Installing Your Bees” fact sheet.

Figure 5. Queen bee (circled) surrounded
by her attendants. A queen bee can be
difficult to spot; look for an elongated
abdomen and a hairless shield, often
darker in color, on the back of her thorax.

8. Add a cover and a lid to the new hive. Ideally, move the hive to
an off-site location for one week (to prevent bees from drifting
back to their original hive) and then return it to your bee yard. If
not possible, move one hive as far away from the other as you
can. You can block the entrance of the moved hive with handfuls
of grass or a mesh screen, but make sure there is adequate
ventilation.

9. Check the queen in two to three days to ensure she has emerged from the queen cage. Check the hive
again in seven to 10 days to ensure she has started to lay.
It is recommended to add a new queen to the hive in a queen cage fitted with a cork to allow plenty of time for
the colony to accept her. Check the queen three days later, remove the cork and replace it with a marshmallow.
You will want to check again in two to three days to ensure she was released and check for eggs after 10 to 14
days to ensure she is successfully laying eggs in the hive (for more information, see “Setting Up Your Hive and
Installing Your Bees”).

Swarm-control Split
Unlike the walk-away split, you will need to locate the queen for
a swarm-control split (Figure 5). This method uses a nuc box to
separate the two bodies (or colonies) of bees (Figure 6). The nuc
will be given a small amount of brood and bees, mostly nurse bees,
and will have the existing queen. In the nuc box you will need two
frames of brood (with bees), additional nurse bees shaken off of two
more brood frames, two frames of food (honey and pollen), and an
empty frame with comb already built up (a total of five frames).
The original hive will keep a larger population of bees but will have
to raise a new queen. The two colonies both have an advantage and
a disadvantage that helps them even out production and gives each
an opportunity to succeed.

Equipment Needed
•

For the split: nuc box, empty frame with drawn comb

•

For the new hive: hive body, bottom board, top cover, lid,
entrance reducer, stand, new queen, empty frames

Step-by-step Instructions
1. Get a nuc box and set it to the side of the hive you intend to
split.

Figure 6. Nuc boxes will contain five
frames including two full frames of honey
(placed to the outside edges of the box),
two frames containing brood in all stages
with the queen (placed just to the inside
of the honey frames), and an empty frame
preferably with already built comb in the
center where the queen can lay eggs.

2. Locate the queen. Check the frame that she is on to ensure it
contains all stages of brood, including eggs. If the queen is not on a frame that contains brood, gently move
her to a suitable frame. Place this frame and the queen into the nuc.
3. Find and remove one more frame containing brood and two frames containing honey and pollen. The honey
and pollen frames should be placed to the outside of the nuc box, while the brood should be placed toward
the center (Figure 6).
4. Take an empty frame with drawn comb and place it in the very center of the nuc box.
5. Find two more frames with brood and forcefully shake the bees from the frames into the nuc box. Place the
lid on the nuc box.
6. The original hive will be left queenless. You can install a purchased queen following the instructions in the
“Setting Up Your Hive and Installing Your Bees” fact sheet. Alternatively, you can allow the hive to requeen
itself either naturally (see Walk-away Split sections) or by another method, such as On-the-Spot (OTS) queen
rearing (Figure 7). Find more information can be found in the book OTS Queen Rearing: A Survival Guide for
Beekeepers written by Mel Disselkoen.
7. Take the nuc off-site for one week, or sell it. After one week, return the nuc to the original site and place the
frames in a new hive.

Because the colony from the nuc is small, feeding the bees a 1:1
sugar syrup will help them to gain strength, increase wax production,
and promote nectar storage. The hive populated from the nuc should
be checked every 7-14 days for the first month to ensure that it is
building strength and progressing normally throughout the season.

Are there drawbacks to splitting my hive?
There can be drawbacks to splitting hives, some are temporary such
as decreased honey production the year that hives are split. Most
hives regain strength and can produce ample amounts of honey
the year following a split. Other problems can be more detrimental
as some splits can fail to raise a queen or may struggle to increase
population. These problems sometimes require careful management
and intervention such as adding brood frames or a new queen to
the hive. Despite the problems that can occur, splitting hives is a
better alternative than swarming, which, if left unchecked, can be
detrimental to colony strength and hive longevity.
Special thanks to Stephen Sanko for suggestions and input on this fact
sheet.
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